Abstract. We demonstrate Spiral, a domain-specific library generation system. Spiral generates high performance source code for linear transforms (such as the discrete Fourier transform and many others) directly from a problem specification. The key idea underlying Spiral is to perform automatic reasoning and optimizations at a high abstraction level using the mathematical, declarative domainspecific languages SPL and P -SPL and a rigorous rewriting framework. Optimization includes various forms of parallelization. Even though Spiral provides complete automation, its generated libraries run often faster than any existing hand-written code.
Introduction
The advent of mainstream parallel platforms has made the development of high performance numerical libraries extremely difficult. Practically every off-the-shelf computer has multiple processor cores, SIMD vector instruction sets, and a deep memory hierarchy. Compilers cannot optimize numerical code efficiently, since the necessary code transformations often require domain knowledge that the compiler does not have. Consequently, the library developer is forced to write multithreaded code, use vector instructions through C language extensions or assembly code, and tune the algorithm to the memory hierarchy. Often, this process is repeated once a new platform is released. Automating high performance library development is a goal at the core of computer science.
Some advances have been made towards this goal, in particular in two performancecritical domains: linear algebra and linear transforms. One example is FFTW [1] , a widely used library for the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). FFTW partially automates the development process, by using a special "codelet generator" [2] to generate code for small fixed size transform functions, called "codelets". However, all top-level recursive routines are still hand-developed and vectorization and parallelization are also performed manually.
We demonstrate Spiral, a system which takes domain-specific source code generation to the next level, by completely automating the library development process. Spiral enables the generation of the entire library, similar to FFTW, including the necessary codelet generator, given only a specification (in a domain-specific language) of the recursive algorithms that the library should use. Further, the library is vectorized and parallelized for highest performance. These capabilities extend our earlier work [3] .
Even though Spiral achieves complete automation, the runtime performance of its generated libraries is often faster than any existing human-written code.
The framework underlying Spiral is built on two mathematical domain-specific languages, called SPL [4] and -SPL [5] . These languages are derived from matrix algebra and used to represent and manipulate algorithms using rewriting systems. The rewriting is used to generate algorithm variants, to automatically parallelize [6] and vectorize [7] algorithms, and to discover and generate the library structure [8] . The latter includes the set of mutually recursive functions that comprise the library, and the set of required codelets.
Background
A linear transform is a matrix-vector multiplication y = M x, where x, y are the input and output vectors, respectively, and M is the fixed transform matrix. For example, the DFT is given by the matrix M = DFT n = ω kℓ n 0≤k,ℓ<n , with complex ω n = e −2πi/n . SPL. Many fast Fourier transform algorithms (FFTs) exist, and can be represented as factorizations of DFT n into products of structured sparse matrices [9] . This representation forms the core of Spiral's domain-specific mathematical language SPL [4] . For example, the Cooley-Tukey FFT is a divide-and-conquer algorithm that for n = km can be written as
Evaluating y = DFT n x by successively multiplying x with factors of (1) reduces the overall arithmetic cost. Above, I n is the n × n identity matrix, D n,m is a diagonal matrix, and L n k is a stride permutation matrix, which precise form is irrelevant here. Most important in this formalism is the tensor (or Kronecker) product ⊗ of matrices, defined as
Tensor products of the form A ⊗ I and I ⊗ A are special, because they naturally express loops with independent iterations and special data layouts.
(1) is called a breakdown rule in Spiral [3] , it is best understood by visualizing the nonzero pattern of the factor matrices, done here for k = m = 4. In the leftmost factor, all the 1st, 2nd, . . . , mth, entries of the small diagonals constitute one DFT k , respectively.
Recursive application of (1) for a two-power n = 2 t yields an O(n log(n)) algorithm, terminated by DFT 2 , which is computed by definition. For prime sizes other FFT algorithms are needed. Note that SPL is declarative: only the structure of the algorithm is described; not how exactly it is computed.
P -SPL . In order to generate looped code, we developed a lower-level representation, called P -SPL [5] .
P -SPL like SPL is a structured sparse matrix factorization, however, it breaks down tensor products into iterative sums of products of smaller, rectangular matrices. Iterative sums serve as explicit representation of loops.
For example, if A is n × n:
. P -SPL admits several optimizations not possible with SPL, in particular it enables the merging of tensor products (loops) with permutations, which converts them into a readdressing of the input data.
Library Generation
The library generation process in Spiral is shown in Fig. 1 . The input to the system is a set of transforms and associated breakdown rules. For example, it could be just DFT n and (1). The process has two stages, library structure and library target, which we explain next. The output is the library implemented in C++.
Library structure. One main goal of the library structure stage is to determine the minimum set of mutually recursive functions that computes the given transforms. We call this set the recursion step closure, and each function is called a recursion step. Each recursion step is represented by a P -SPL formula. The original transform specification DFT n is also a (trivial) P -SPL formula and a recursion step. This stage generates formulas and optimizes them using rewrite rules, which among other things perform loop merging, vectorization and parallelization.
When a breakdown rule is applied to a transform it decomposes the transform into smaller transforms. Even if the smaller transforms are still DFTs (as in (1)), the P -SPL optimizations will merge these DFTs with additional operations (e.g. strided data loads and stores, scaling, etc.) thus changing the interface and creating new types of recursion steps. Breakdown rules applied to these new steps may spawn others. This process is continued until we find a finite set of mutually recursive recursion steps. This set is the recursion step closure.
As an example, Fig. 2 shows the recursion step closure generated for the DFT with breakdown rule (1). Four recursion steps are needed and the arrows capture the associated call graph.
In addition to the general size implementation of recursion steps that invoke other recursion steps, the library structure stage also generates implementations for a number of small fixed recursion steps. Each such base case is equivalent to a codelet in FFTW. The number of recursion step types with base cases is equivalent to the number of codelet types in FFTW. As Spiral discovers the codelet types automatically, it readily obtains the codelet generator, which becomes a call to the P -SPL compiler on the appropriate P -SPL formula with the known transform size inserted. Library target. In this stage, the recursion step closure and P -SPL implementations are mapped to the target language C++. This stage must take care of generating auxiliary initialization code, which allocates temporary buffers, precomputes the necessary constants, and more.
The system can be used to generate code which extends an existing library. In this case, the auxiliary code must follow the specific library conventions, for example, for memory management.
After the initial code is generated, it is also optimized using a combination of rewrite rules and traditional compiler optimizations, such as constant propagation, common subexpression elimination, and loop unrolling.
Performance. The performance of two example libraries, generated using Spiral, are shown in Fig. 3 and compared to FFTW and the commercial Intel library IPP. We observe that together with complete automation, we also achieve the highest performance.
Demonstration
We will demonstrate several key components of Spiral, including a live run of generating a fully vectorized and parallelized DCT4 library. In detail, we will show:
-An example of formula generation and formula rewriting; -Generation of straightline and looped code from a sample P -SPL formula; -An example of code rewriting; -Generation of the recursion step closure; -Compilation of the recursion step closure into a library implementation. 
